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ABSTRACT

Retroviruses package two complete RNA genomes
into a viral particle but generate only one provirus
after each infection. This pseudodiploid replication
strategy facilitates frequent recombination, which
occurs during DNA synthesis when reverse tran-
scriptase switches templates between two copack-
aged RNA genomes, generating chimeric DNA. Re-
combination has played an important role in shap-
ing the current HIV-1 pandemic; however, whether
recombination is required for HIV-1 replication is
currently unknown. In this report, we examined vi-
ral replication when recombination was blocked in
defined regions of the HIV-1 genome. We found
that blocking recombination reduced viral titers. Fur-
thermore, a significant proportion of the resulting
proviruses contained large deletions. Analyses of
the deletion junctions indicated that these deletions
were the direct consequence of blocking recombina-
tion. Thus, our findings illustrate that recombination
is a major mechanism to maintain HIV-1 genome in-
tegrity. Our study also shows that both obligatory
and nonobligatory crossovers occur during reverse
transcription, thereby supporting both the forced and
dynamic copy-choice models of retroviral recombi-
nation. Taken together, our results demonstrate that,
in most viruses, both packaged RNA genomes con-
tribute to the genetic information in the DNA form.

Furthermore, recombination allows generation of the
intact HIV-1 DNA genome and is required for efficient
viral replication.

INTRODUCTION

Retroviruses are unique among all known virus families in
which they package two complete copies of their genome
into one viral particle although each infection event yields
only a single DNA provirus (1). Thus, retroviruses are pseu-
dodiploid (2). This distinct feature raises a key question
that has not been answered yet: why do retroviruses con-
tain two copies of the full-length RNA genome when only
one DNA provirus is generated? Two hypotheses that are
not mutually exclusive have been proposed. First, packag-
ing two RNA genomes promotes homologous recombina-
tion, allowing the reassortment of mutations to increase di-
versity in the viral population (3). Alternatively, recombina-
tion acts as a repair mechanism by enabling the replication
of viruses with damaged genomes, such as those containing
RNA breaks (4).

Retroviral recombination occurs frequently during re-
verse transcription of the viral genome (2,5–13). The vi-
ral enzyme reverse transcriptase (RT) switches between co-
packaged RNA templates during minus-strand DNA syn-
thesis, resulting in a hybrid DNA copy that contains a por-
tion of information from each RNA genome (2,14). During
infection by homozygous viruses containing two copies of
identical RNA, recombination can occur but cannot be ge-
netically detected. In contrast, recombination can be iden-
tified during infection by heterozygous particles that con-
tain genetically distinct RNAs such as those from differ-
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ent proviruses (2,15). Currently, there are two proposed
mechanisms to describe how recombination occurs dur-
ing minus-strand DNA synthesis. The forced copy-choice
model proposes that recombination occurs when RT en-
counters a break in the RNA genome, which forces RT to
switch to the copackaged RNA to continue DNA synthe-
sis (4). This model is based primarily on the observation
that RNA genomes isolated from retroviral particles of-
ten contain breaks. On the other hand, the dynamic copy-
choice model posits that recombination is not necessarily
caused by RNA breaks but depends on the dynamic process
of DNA synthesis (16). As RT synthesizes DNA, RNase
H degrades the RNA template, leaving the nascent DNA
free to anneal to the copackaged RNA. If DNA synthe-
sis slows down or RNase H degrades the RNA template
more rapidly, the RT complex becomes less stable, dissoci-
ates from the template, and can switch to using the copack-
aged RNA as a template. Thus, recombination depends on
the dynamics of DNA synthesis, is not necessarily an oblig-
atory event, and can occur even in the absence of RNA
breaks. This model is based on the finding that recombi-
nation is promoted by decreased polymerase or increased
RNase H activity (16).

HIV-1 RT is estimated to switch templates 8 to 10 times
during the synthesis of a single genome (11,17–21). Thus,
HIV-1 recombines frequently during replication. Recombi-
nation has led to the emergence of more than 96 circulat-
ing recombinant forms (CRFs) of different HIV-1 group M
subtypes, and these CRFs cause a substantial proportion of
worldwide infections (22). Additionally, recombination has
been shown to produce variants that confer multidrug re-
sistance or evade the host immune response (23–25). Thus,
frequent recombination acts as a barrier to the development
of effective vaccines and antiviral therapies. Taken together,
these findings demonstrate that recombination plays an im-
portant role in generating viral diversity and shaping the
current worldwide HIV-1 pandemic.

Despite the importance of HIV-1 recombination in gen-
erating viral diversity, whether it is required for HIV-1 repli-
cation has not yet been determined. If all recombination
events are required to salvage genetic information, then re-
combination must be critical to HIV-1 replication, consid-
ering the high rate of crossovers. On the other hand, if only
a small proportion of recombination events are obligatory,
recombination may be dispensable for viral replication. In
this report, we sought to answer this long-standing ques-
tion by blocking homologous recombination in defined re-
gions of the genome and monitoring the survival of progeny
with intact genomes. Our results show that blocking recom-
bination in a 2.5-kb region of the HIV-1 genome resulted in
the loss of half of the proviruses with intact genomes. These
findings indicate that HIV-1 recombination is required for
efficient reverse transcription and maintenance of the intact
genome structure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of HIV-1 plasmids with heterologous sequences

HIV-1 control plasmids pT6S and pH0 were described pre-
viously as pWTNL43 and pWTHXB2, respectively (26). Both
plasmids express functional Tat and Rev but not Vif, Vpu,

Vpr, Env or Nef. Additionally, pH0 expresses functional
Gag/Gag-Pol, whereas pT6S does not express functional
Gag/Gag-Pol due to an inactivating 4-bp insertion in the
capsid-coding region of the gag gene. The pol genes of pT6S
and pH0 were derived from NL4-3 and HXB2, respectively.
Additionally, pT6S encodes a mouse thy (CD90.2) gene and
a green fluorescence protein (gfp) gene that has an inactivat-
ing mutation at the 3′ end, whereas pH0 encodes a mouse
heat stable antigen (hsa; CD24) gene and a gfp gene that has
an inactivating mutation at the 5′ end. To suppress recom-
bination, the pol genes of pH0 and pT6S were modified to
generate pH0-SynRT and pT6S-IN2, respectively. For sim-
plicity, the RT- and integrase (IN)-coding region of the pol
gene are referred to as rt and in region or rt and in sequence,
respectively. HIV-1 plasmids with heterologous sequences
were created from these control plasmids as follows. First,
a synthetic HXB2 RT-coding sequence (SynRT) was engi-
neered using a custom Python program based on Biopy-
thon (27) and developed in Enthought Canopy (v1.6.2).
This program silently recoded HXB2 RT based on a hu-
man codon usage table but additionally forced codons to
switch whenever possible to minimize sequence homology
with the NL4-3 rt region. The sequence was further edited
manually to remove several restriction enzyme sites and
long runs of sequence homology. Although the NL4-3 and
HXB2 rt regions share 97% homology at the nucleotide
level, SynRT is only 63% homologous to the NL4-3 rt re-
gion. A DNA fragment containing the SynRT sequence was
synthesized (GenScript) and cloned into pH0 using SpeI
and SalI sites, generating pH0-SynRT. To create pT6S-IN2,
a DNA fragment containing HIV-2 ROD in region with a
silent XbaI site at the 5′ end was synthesized (IDT) and
cloned into pT6S using XbaI and AscI sites, generating
pT6S-IN2. Single-virion analysis constructs for examining
RNA copackaging were derived from the previously de-
scribed vectors Gag-BglSL, GagCeFP-BglSL, Gag-MSSL
and GagCeFP-MSSL (28). To insert the pol sequence into
these vectors, small (∼200 bp) NL4-3 or HXB2 linkers con-
taining pro sequence were inserted into the AgeI site of these
plasmids. Next, fragments containing wild-type or modi-
fied rt and in regions were inserted using SgrAI and AscI
sites. All new constructs were verified by restriction digest
mapping and sequencing of the cloned region. All helper
plasmids have been described previously. Briefly, pHCMV-
G expresses the G glycoprotein of vesicular stomatitis virus
(VSV-G) (29), pSYNGP encodes human codon-optimized
HIV-1 gag and gag-pol (30) and pIIINL(AD8)env expresses
the HIV-1 AD8 CCR5-tropic envelope (Env) (31).

Cell culture and flow cytometry

Human 293T cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS), 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 �g/ml streptomycin.
Hut/CCR5 cells are human T cells derived from the Hut78
cell line that stably express the chemokine receptor CCR5
and were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented
with 10% FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 �g/ml strepto-
mycin, 1 �g/ml puromycin and 500 �g/ml G418. Cells were
analyzed by flow cytometry to determine viral titers as fol-
lows. Cells were collected, washed twice with Dulbecco’s
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phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) containing 2.5% FBS,
stained with 0.4 �g/ml phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated anti-
HSA and/or 2.0 �g/ml allophycocyanin (APC)-conjugated
anti-Thy antibodies (BioLegend) for 30 min at 4◦C, and
washed two additional times with DPBS containing 2.5%
FBS. Flow cytometry for PE-HSA, APC-Thy, and GFP was
performed 72 h post-infection on an LSR II system (BD
Biosciences), while cell sorting was performed on a FAC-
SAria II system (BD Biosciences). Flow cytometry data
were analyzed using FlowJo software (TreeStar, LLC).

GFP recombination assay

Dually infected 293T producer cell lines were generated
by sequential infection at low multiplicity of infection
(MOI; <0.1). Virus stocks were produced by cotransfect-
ing 293T cells with an HIV-1 construct, pHCMV-G, and,
in the case of constructs lacking functional Gag/Gag-Pol,
pSYNGP, using TransIT-LT1 transfection reagent (Mirus).
Virus stocks were harvested 48 h post-transfection, clarified
through 0.45-�m pore size filters and used to infect cells.
Dually infected cells were enriched by multiple rounds of
cell sorting until >93% of the cells were dual positive (HSA+

and Thy+). Each producer cell line consisted of >62 000 in-
dependent infection events. As the serial infections were car-
ried out at low MOI (<0.1), most of the cells in the final pool
contained one copy of each provirus. Next, to determine
GFP reconstitution frequencies, producer cell lines were
transfected with pIIINL(AD8)env. Viruses were collected
48 h post-transfection, clarified through 0.45-�m-pore-size
filters, and used to infect Hut/CCR5 cells. Infected cells
were collected 72 h post-infection, stained and analyzed by
flow cytometry. GFP reconstitution frequencies were calcu-
lated by dividing the percentage of GFP+ cells by the per-
centage of all infected (i.e. HSA, Thy and/or GFP+) cells.

Single-virion analysis

As previously described (28), to determine RNA copackag-
ing frequencies, vector pairs were cotransfected into 293T
cells, along with the RNA-labeling plasmids MS2-YFP and
Bgl-mCherry, using TransIT-LT1 (Mirus). Although only
Gag-CeFP constructs are depicted in the Supplementary
Figure 2, plasmids encoding Gag-CeFP and untagged Gag
were transfected at a 1:1 weight ratio in all experiments. Vi-
ral particles were collected 20 h post-transfection, clarified
through 0.45-�m-pore-size filters, and added to glass slides
(�-Slide 8 Well ibiTreat; Ibidi) with polybrene (50 �g/ml
final concentration). The slides were centrifuged at 1200
× g for 1 h at room temperature and imaged using fluo-
rescence microscopy as described previously. Images were
analyzed using custom MATLAB (MathWorks) programs
to determine packaging efficiencies (i.e. the percentages of
CeFP+ particles that were YFP+, mCherry+, or YFP+ and
mCherry+). At least 1000 Gag-CeFP+ particles were ana-
lyzed per sample for each biological replicate, with at least
three replicates performed for each experimental group.

Single Genome Sequencing (SGS) to determine provirus
structures

Genomic DNA from GFP+ cell pools was first purified
using the QIAamp DNA blood kit (Qiagen). To achieve
single-genome amplification, genomic DNA was serially di-
luted in 96-well plates to identify a dilution in which ∼20%
of wells were positive by polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
At this dilution, most amplicons are derived from single
templates. PCR was performed in 20-�l reactions contain-
ing 1× High Fidelity Buffer, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.2 mM of each
deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate (dNTP), 0.2 �M of each
primer and 0.025 U/�l Platinum Taq High Fidelity DNA
Polymerase (Invitrogen). For the first round of PCR, sense
primer HIV.BK5.F1 5′ CCT TGA GTG CTT CAA GTA
GTG TGT GCC CGT CTGT and antisense primer pTS-
R1: 5′ GTC GAC ACC CAA TTC TGA AAT GG were
used. PCR was performed with the following parameters: 1
cycle of 94◦C for 2 min; 35 cycles of 94◦C for 15 s, 55◦C for
30 s and 68◦C for 4 min; and a final extension of 68◦C for
10 min. For the second round of PCR, 1 �l of first-round
PCR product was used with sense primer HIV.BK5.F2: 5′
GTA GTG TGT GCC CGT CTG TTG TGT GAC and an-
tisense primer pTS-R2: 5′ GGC TTC CAA TCC CAT ATG
GTG. Second-round PCRs were performed with the same
conditions as the first-round PCR, but with a total of 45 cy-
cles. The final amplicon was ∼4.5 kb in size and included
the 5′ U5, 5′ UTR, gag and pol regions. All procedures
were performed under PCR clean-room conditions with
additional safeguards against sample contamination, such
as prealiquoting of reagents, use of dedicated equipment
and physical separation of pre- and post-PCR sample pro-
cessing. Amplicons were directly sequenced using BigDye
terminator chemistry according to the manufacturer’s rec-
ommendations (Applied Biosystems). Individual sequences
for each amplicon were assembled and edited using Se-
quencher (Gene Codes). Chromatograms were inspected
for the absence of mixed bases at each nucleotide position
throughout the entire amplicon; this quality-control mea-
sure confirmed that the amplicons analyzed were derived
from single-genome amplification and allowed amplicons
that contained PCR-generated recombination events or er-
rors to be excluded from the analysis.

Sequence and statistical analyses

Assembled single-genome sequences were aligned to appro-
priate parental reference sequences using MAFFT v7 (32).
Sequence alignments were manually edited and trimmed to
remove primer regions in AliView v1.18 (33). Final Align-
ments were visualized using Highlighter (34). After trim-
ming, sequences included the last 61 bp of the 5′ UTR, all
of gag, and all of pol except the last 64 bp of the in se-
quence. Crossovers were quantified using a custom Python
program based on Biopython (27) and developed in En-
thought Canopy (v1.6.2). This program was used to quan-
tify the number of crossovers and reference bases within
entire sequences as well as defined subregions such as the
pro, rt and in sequences. To distinguish crossovers from mu-
tations or sequencing errors, crossovers were required to
switch at least two successive markers. Crossovers that oc-
curred at gene junctions were assigned to the more likely
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gene. As an example, for the H0/T6S vector pair, the marker
segment at the rt/in junction is 31 bp in length, with 28 bp in
rt and 3 bp in the in region; crossovers in this segment were
thus assigned to rt. Deletions were quantified and character-
ized manually using AliView. Sequence duplicates contain-
ing deletions were collapsed into a single sequence. All sta-
tistical analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism v7.01
(GraphPad Software, Inc.).

Calculation of recombination events

We performed the following calculation to estimate the
proportion of viruses that would be lost when recombi-
nation is blocked in the entire genome. The control virus
pair (H0/T6S) and the test virus pair (H0-SynRT/T6S-IN2)
generated 5.6 and 2.8% of infected cells with GFP+ intact
proviruses, respectively. Therefore, blocking recombination
in 28% of the viral genome (2.5 out of 9.2 kb) resulted
in the loss of 51% of GFP+ intact proviruses. These re-
sults indicate that the rate of forced crossovers is at least
0.51/sequence in the rt and in region. However, some viruses
likely would have undergone multiple force crossovers in
this region. Recombination events have been shown to
be distributed throughout the HIV-1 genome (11,35) and
do not exhibit high negative interference (18). Assuming
that forced crossovers are randomly distributed, the rate of
forced crossovers is 0.71/sequence in the rt and in region
and 2.55/sequence in the ∼9.2 kb HIV-1 genome. Under
these conditions, ∼92% of viruses would undergo at least
one forced crossover during reverse transcription that, when
blocked, would lead to a noninfectious virus.

The proportion of obligatory (forced) crossover events
was calculated as followed. The observed rate of crossovers
in the rt and in region was 1.78/sequence for the control vec-
tor pair (H0/T6S) and the estimated rate of forced crossover
is 0.71/sequence (see above). Thus, ∼40% (0.71/1.78) of
crossover events are forced whereas ∼60% of crossover
events are not forced.

RESULTS

Experimental strategy to suppress homologous recombina-
tion

During reverse transcription, two template-switching events
(minus- and plus-strand DNA transfers) are required to
complete viral DNA synthesis (1,36). Therefore, the role of
recombination in HIV-1 replication cannot be addressed by
blocking all template-switching events. Instead, we adopted
a strategy to suppress recombination in part of the viral
genome, based on previous observations that frequent HIV-
1 recombination depends on high sequence homology (37–
39). To suppress recombination, we introduced sequences
with reduced homology to replace the wild-type genes in
two previously described HIV-1 constructs, H0 and T6S
(26) (Figure 1A). These near-full-length constructs contain
all the cis-acting elements required for viral replication and
encode gag-pol, tat and rev. However, T6S-based constructs
do not express Gag or Gag-Pol due to a 4-nt frameshift in-
sertion in the capsid region of gag. Both H0 and T6S are
derived from the NL4-3 molecular clone; however, H0 con-
tains the pol gene from HXB2, whereas T6S retains the pol

Figure 1. Strategy to suppress homologous recombination in HIV-1. (A)
Control vector pair. The asterisk denotes an inactivating frameshift muta-
tion, whereas ‘I’ indicates an internal ribosome entry site. (B) Vector pair
designed to suppress recombination. Recombination was suppressed in 2.5
kb of the viral genome by replacing the wild-type HIV-1 rt and in regions
with synthetic HIV-1 rt (blue) or HIV-2 ROD in (red) regions. The effects of
suppressing recombination could be determined by analyzing GFP+ cells,
which could only result from heterozygous particles. (C) Experimental pro-
tocol for determining the effects of suppressing recombination on GFP
titers and GFP+ provirus structures.

gene from NL4-3. The pol genes from HXB2 and NL4-3
share 97% sequence homology, which is sufficient to medi-
ate frequent recombination while still allowing for the detec-
tion of crossovers using polymorphic sites (26). We selected
the rt region for sequence alteration because it lacks known
cis-acting elements that are essential for viral replication. To
suppress homologous recombination, we replaced the rt re-
gion in H0 with a synthetic sequence (SynRT; shown as a
blue box in Figure 1B) that encodes the same protein but
contains multiple silent mutations so that it has ∼63% ho-
mology to the rt region in T6S. Additionally, we replaced
the in region, which contains the central polypurine tract
(cPPT). Previous studies have shown that disruption of the
cPPT does not affect reverse transcription kinetics or viral
titers (40). Nonetheless, to preserve the cPPT, we replaced
the in region in T6S with the in sequence from HIV-2 ROD
(IN2; shown as a red box in Figure 1B), which has 67% ho-
mology to the in region in H0. Previous studies indicate that
this strategy should block >95% of the homologous recom-
bination events in this region (37–39). Similar to T6S, T6S-
IN2 contains a frameshift mutation in gag and does not ex-
press Gag/Gag-Pol, thereby avoiding potential incompati-
bility of proteins from different viruses (41).

In this strategy, heterozygous viruses with one copy of
each RNA (H0-SynRT and T6S-IN2) contain two RNAs
with different rt and in sequences, thus suppressing recom-
bination in this region. However, recombination in the rt
and in regions is not blocked in homozygous viruses con-
taining two copies of the same RNA. To examine the effect
of suppressing recombination on viral replication, we iden-
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tified progeny that were generated from heterozygous parti-
cles using a previously described marker system (18). These
HIV-1 constructs contain either a mouse hsa or a mouse
thy gene; additionally, both constructs contain an internal
ribosomal entry site (I) and a defective green fluorescence
protein (gfp) gene (Figure 1A and B). HSA and Thy are cell
surface markers that can be detected by flow cytometry and
used to identify infected cells. The gfp genes in the two vec-
tors contain inactivating mutations at the 5′ (H0) or 3′ (T6S)
end (asterisks in Figure 1A and B). In cells infected by het-
erozygous particles, a functional gfp gene can be restored by
recombination during reverse transcription.

To study the replication of heterozygous particles, we first
generated producer cell lines that contain one copy of each
parental provirus (Figure 1C). For this purpose, we gener-
ated H0- or T6S-derived viruses that were pseudotyped with
VSV-G and serially infected human 293T cells with these
viruses at low MOI (<0.1). Dually infected cells were en-
riched by multiple rounds of cell sorting until >93% of the
cell populations were HSA+ and Thy+. To examine viral
replication, we transfected 293T producer cells with a plas-
mid that expresses HIV-1 Env and used the harvested virus
to infect Hut/CCR5 T cells. Infected cells were analyzed
by flow cytometry to determine the proportions of cells ex-
pressing HSA, Thy and/or GFP. Infected cells express HSA
or Thy markers, whereas only cells infected by heterozygous
particles can express GFP. Therefore, we could monitor the
replication of heterozygous particles in the entire viral pop-
ulation by determining the proportion of GFP+ cells in the
infected cells (HSA+ or Thy+). If recombination was not re-
quired for replication, RT would be able to complete DNA
synthesis regardless of whether recombination was blocked
and GFP titers would not be significantly affected. In con-
trast, if recombination was required to complete DNA syn-
thesis, blocking recombination would inhibit the replica-
tion of heterozygous particles, thereby reducing GFP titers.
Based on our previous study, most viruses should have at
least one crossover in the rt and in regions (26), and we
should be able to distinguish between these two possible
outcomes. Additionally, it has been shown that HIV-1 re-
combination events do not exhibit high negative interfer-
ence; that is, the occurrence of one crossover event does not
significantly increase the chance of a second crossover event
(18). Therefore, results obtained from studying the GFP+

subpopulation should accurately reflect the entire viral pop-
ulation.

Suppressing recombination reduces the proportion of GFP+

cells in the infected population

To determine whether recombination is required for HIV-1
replication, we generated producer cells containing pairs of
proviruses that suppress recombination in 0- (control), 0.9-,
1.7- or 2.5-kb regions (Figure 2). We then produced viruses,
infected Hut/CCR5 T cells, and performed flow cytome-
try to determine HSA, Thy and GFP titers (Figure 1C).
To determine whether replacing HIV-1 sequences affects vi-
ral replication, we compared HSA and Thy viral titers in
Hut/CCR5 cells. We found that relative HSA and Thy titers
were similar for viruses from all four producer cell lines
(Supplementary Figure S1). These results show that replac-

ing the rt or in sequence in H0-SynRT or T6S-IN2, respec-
tively, did not affect the expression or replication of these
vectors. Furthermore, as viruses from these cell lines gener-
ated similar relative HSA and Thy titers, we could directly
compare their GFP titers. When using virus produced from
cells containing the control vector pair, ∼5.7% of infected
cells were GFP+ (Figure 2). However, when using viruses
generated from vector pairs containing 0.9-, 1.7- or 2.5-kb
heterologous sequences, ∼4.1%, ∼3.9% or ∼3.1% of the in-
fected cells were GFP+, respectively; these titers were signif-
icantly lower than that of the control (P < 0.05, P < 0.01
and P < 0.001, respectively; one-way ANOVA with Dun-
nett’s post-test). Furthermore, the decrease in GFP titer
correlated with the lengths of heterologous sequences that
suppressed recombination (Pearson’s r = −0.96, P = 0.04).
These results indicate that GFP titers progressively declined
as the region with suppressed recombination was extended.

Proviruses expressing GFP arise from heterozygous par-
ticles (Figure 1A and B). Thus, we hypothesized that de-
creased GFP titers were caused by inhibiting recombina-
tion in heterozygous particles. Alternatively, it is also pos-
sible that viral RNAs with different rt and in sequences
did not copackage efficiently. We consider this possibility
unlikely because the pol sequence does not contribute to
RNA genome packaging (28,42), a finding that is supported
by the viral titers in this study (Supplementary Figure S1).
However, to rule out this possibility, we performed single-
virion analysis to detect viral RNAs in individual parti-
cles as previously described (28). In this assay, some of the
Gag molecules were tagged with cerulean fluorescent pro-
tein (CeFP) to identify viral particles, whereas viral RNAs
were detected using RNA-binding proteins fused to fluores-
cent proteins (Bgl-mCherry and MS2-YFP). These RNA-
binding proteins specifically recognize stem–loops engi-
neered into the constructs. Assuming there would be equal
expression and random copackaging of RNAs from two vi-
ral constructs, ∼50% of the particles should be heterozy-
gous, whereas each type of homozygous particles should be
∼25% of the viral population. For the control, we found
that Gag-CeFP+ particles were ∼25% MS2-YFP+, ∼26%
Bgl-mCherry+ and ∼45% MS2-YFP+/Bgl-mCherry+ (Sup-
plementary Figure S2), consistent with near-random co-
packaging of viral RNA (28). For the vector pair con-
taining altered rt and in sequences, the Gag-CeFP+ par-
ticles were ∼27% MS2-YFP+, ∼25% Bgl-mCherry+ and
∼43% MS2-YFP+/Bgl-mCherry+ (Supplementary Figure
S2), which was not significantly different from the control
(P = 0.27, unpaired t-test). These results indicate that the
RNAs from viral constructs containing SynRT and HIV-2
IN copackage efficiently; thus, decreased GFP titers cannot
be explained by reduced copackaging of viral RNAs into
particles.

Blocking recombination results in progeny with large dele-
tions in the viral genome

During DNA synthesis of the region where homologous re-
combination is blocked, RT is unable to switch to the cor-
responding region in the copackaged RNA when encoun-
tering a break in the template (4) or when the RT com-
plex becomes unstable and dissociates from template (16).
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Figure 2. Suppressing recombination significantly reduces GFP reconstitution frequencies. Virus pairs were designed to suppress recombination in the rt,
in, or both rt and in regions. GFP reconstitution frequencies were determined by measuring GFP, HSA and Thy titers and calculating the proportions of
GFP+ cells in all infected cells. The data represent the mean ± standard deviation (SD) of at least three independent experiments; *, P < 0.05; **, P <

0.01; ***, P < 0.001 (one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-test).

In this case, RT may not be able to continue DNA synthe-
sis, resulting in premature termination. Alternatively, RT
may switch templates in a nonhomologous manner, leading
to deletions. To characterize progeny generated from het-
erozygous particles, we performed single genome sequenc-
ing (SGS) of proviruses from GFP+ cells (43). Briefly, we
infected Hut/CCR5 T cells as described (Figure 1C) and
sorted out GFP+ cell pools that each contained >5000 in-
fection events. We then purified cellular DNA and per-
formed nested, limiting-dilution PCR of a 4.5-kb ampli-
con that included 5′ U5, 5′ UTR, gag and pol. DNA re-
combination occurs frequently during PCR (44–46). To en-
sure that our study is not complicated by PCR-mediated
recombination, we used experimental conditions in which
only ∼20% of amplification reactions were positive. Fur-
thermore, PCR products were directly sequenced, and se-
quences with mixed bases were discarded. Thus, most, if
not all, of the resulting sequences were derived from single
proviruses.

To validate our experimental strategy, we first examined
whether introducing heterologous sequences indeed sup-
pressed recombination during viral replication. In our con-
trol constructs (H0 and T6S), the region including the pro, rt
and in sequences shared 97% homology. In the 86 sequences
that we analyzed, 181 homologous recombination events
were identified, resulting in an average of 2.1 crossovers per
sequence (Table 1), similar to the previously observed rate
with this vector pair (26). Within the analyzed sequences,
there were 28, 113 and 40 crossovers in the pro, rt and in re-
gions, respectively, indicating that recombination occurred
frequently throughout these regions. Furthermore, 78% of
the sequences had at least one crossover in the rt or in re-
gion.

We next analyzed 130 sequences from GFP+ cell pools
generated by the H0-SynRT/T6S virus pair, in which the
rt sequences shared 63% homology. Of the 74 homologous

recombination events that we identified, we observed 18, 0
and 56 crossovers in pro, rt and in, respectively. Addition-
ally, we analyzed 120 sequences from GFP+ cell pools for
the H0-SynRT/T6S-IN2 virus pair, in which both rt and
in regions had decreased homology. Of the 16 homologous
recombination events that we identified, we observed 14, 0
and 2 recombination events in pro, rt and in, respectively.
Therefore, we did not observe homologous crossovers be-
tween the wild-type rt and synthetic rt regions for either
pair of constructs, indicating that more than 99% of the re-
combination events were blocked. However, we did detect
two homologous crossovers between the HIV-1 and HIV-
2 in regions; both events occurred in a conserved stretch
of 13 nucleotides. We estimate that ∼96% of crossovers
were blocked in the in region. Taken together, these results
demonstrate that our strategy of recoding the genome to
block recombination was successful.

To determine the consequences of blocking recombina-
tion, we next analyzed proviral genome structures. We first
examined whether there were deletions outside the region
that we altered (rt and in), as these would likely not be due
to blocked recombination. Of the 336 sequences that we ob-
tained, there were only two deletions located entirely out-
side the rt and in regions: one deletion was observed among
the progeny of the control virus pair H0/T6S and one dele-
tion was observed among the progeny of the virus pair
H0-SynRT/T6S-IN2 (Supplementary Figure S3). There-
fore, deletions outside the rt and in regions occurred at simi-
lar rates among the progeny from different virus pairs. How-
ever, we observed strikingly higher levels of deletions in-
volving rt and in sequences in the progeny of the noncon-
trol virus pairs. Among progeny from the control, we ob-
served one deletion in 86 sequences, resulting in a deletion
frequency of ∼1.2% (Figure 3). In contrast, we observed
9 deletions in 130 progeny sequences from H0-SynRT/T6S
(∼6.9%; P = 0.05; Fisher’s exact test; Figure 3) and 16 dele-
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Table 1. Decreased nucleotide sequence homology blocks homologous recombination

pro rt in Total

Vector pair Seq
Cross-
overs

Cross-
overs/seqa

Cross-
overs

Cross-
overs/seqa

Cross-
overs

Cross-
overs/seqa

Cross-
overs

Cross-
overs/seqa

H0/T6S 86 28 0.33 113 1.31 40 0.47 181 2.10
H0-SynRT/T6S 130 18 0.14 0 < 0.01b 56 0.43 74 0.57
H0-SynRT/T6S-IN2 120 14 0.12 0 < 0.01b 2 0.02 16 0.13

aThe total number of crossovers within each region was divided by the total number of sequences.
bNo crossovers were observed between wild-type and synthetic rt for either vector pair, so the rate of crossovers in rt is less than 1/130 or 1/120 (<0.01).

Figure 3. Blocking recombination leads to large deletions. SGS was performed to generate and analyze a 4.5-kb amplicon including the gag, pro, rt and in
regions. The total numbers of sequences analyzed are indicated, but only sequences with deletions are shown. Deletions are depicted as dark gray boxes;
deletion frequencies, calculated as deletion events per sequence, are also indicated.

tions in 120 progeny sequences from H0-SynRT/T6S-IN2
(∼13.3%; P < 0.01; Fisher’s exact test; Figure 3). Thus,
blocking recombination significantly increased deletion fre-
quencies in the targeted regions, demonstrating that recom-
bination is critical to maintenance of the intact genome
structure.

Deletions are mediated by nonhomologous recombination

To examine the mechanism(s) of deletions, we analyzed
their locations, sizes and junction sequences (Table 2).
Among progeny sequences from the control virus pair
(H0/T6S), only one deletion was observed in the region of
interest (rt and in). Sequence analysis revealed that RT used
a 7-bp direct-repeat sequence to perform an intermolecular
template switch, resulting in the removal of a 1.4-kb frag-
ment from pro to rt region. For progeny sequences from
H0-SynRT/T6S and from H0-SynRT/T6S-IN2, the sizes
of the deletions ranged from 0.1 to 3.3 kb, with an av-
erage of 1.7 kb. Importantly, all the 3′ ends of the dele-
tion junctions were located in the region where recombina-

tion was blocked due to low sequence homology. For H0-
SynRT/T6S, all 9 deletions had 3′ ends in the rt sequence;
for H0-SynRT/T6S-IN2, 9 deletions had 3′ ends in the rt se-
quence and 7 deletions had 3′ ends in the in sequence. These
results demonstrate that these deletions were the direct con-
sequence of blocking homologous recombination. Further-
more, direct repeats were observed at most deletion junc-
tions, and ranged in size from 1 to 11 bp (Table 2). The pres-
ence of short direct repeats at deletion junctions is a known
hallmark of RT-mediated nonhomologous recombination
(47,48). Taken together, these results show that, when ho-
mologous recombination is blocked, HIV-1 undergoes non-
homologous recombination and loses genome integrity.

Recombination is required for efficient HIV-1 replication

To assess the importance of recombination to HIV-1 repli-
cation, we determined the proportion of GFP+ intact
proviruses remaining after blocking recombination in 2.5
kb of the viral genome. For the control virus pair (H0/T6S),
5.7% of infected cells expressed GFP and 99% of GFP+
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Table 2. Features of deletions observed upon blocking homologous recombination

proviruses had intact gag-pol sequences. Therefore, 5.6% of
infected cells contained GFP+ intact proviruses. For the
virus pair with altered rt and in regions (H0-SynRT/T6S-
IN2), 3.1% of infected cells expressed GFP and only 88%
of GFP+ proviruses had intact gag-pol sequences. Overall,
2.8% of infected cells contained GFP+ intact proviruses.
Thus, blocking recombination in the rt and in regions re-
sulted in the loss of 51% of GFP+ intact proviruses. In
these experiments, we blocked recombination in only 28%
of the viral genome (2.5 out of 9.2 kb). Recombination
events have been shown to occur throughout the HIV-1
genome (11,35). Based on our results and the assumption
that the events that eliminated GFP+ intact proviruses are
randomly distributed, we predict that ∼92% of GFP+ intact
proviruses would be lost if homologous recombination was
blocked across the entire 9.2-kb genome (‘Materials and
Methods’ section). Thus, recombination is a major mecha-

nism to maintain full-length genome structure and promote
efficient HIV-1 replication.

DISCUSSION

A critical step in viral replication is the transfer of genetic
information to progeny. Retroviral particles package RNA
genomes and must convert the genetic information into a
DNA form before generating a provirus in the new target
cell. To successfully complete DNA synthesis, RT performs
two obligatory strand-transfer events: minus- and plus-
strand transfers. In this report, we demonstrate that, most
of the time, HIV-1 RT must undergo additional template-
switching events via homologous recombination to com-
plete synthesis of full-length DNA. This conclusion comes
from our observation that blocking homologous recom-
bination in less than one-third of the HIV-1 genome re-
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sulted in the loss of half of proviruses with intact genomes.
Although frequent retroviral recombination has been ob-
served for four decades, our study provides a clear demon-
stration of its role in maintaining genome integrity. Thus, in
addition to generating viral diversity, recombination is crit-
ical for viral replication. This study answers a long-standing
question in the field of retrovirology and reveals previously
unknown aspects of HIV-1 replication.

Our results also shed light on the mechanistic basis of
HIV-1 recombination. We found that when homologous
recombination was blocked in the rt and in regions, only
49% of intact proviruses survived. In regions of the genome
where recombination was blocked, deletion frequencies in-
creased significantly (Figure 3), and deletion junctions of-
ten contained short stretches of homology between donor
and acceptor templates (Table 2). Thus, when homologous
recombination is not possible and RT cannot continue syn-
thesis of the same template, RT uses small regions of homol-
ogy to switch elsewhere in the genome. These findings are
consistent with the central thesis of the forced copy-choice
model, which proposes that recombination serves as a re-
pair mechanism to salvage damaged genomes (4). However,
in our experiments, when recombination was not blocked,
78% of proviruses had at least one crossover in the rt or in
region. If all crossovers were obligatory or ‘forced’ –– that
is, caused by RNA breaks (4) or irreversible kinetic events
during DNA synthesis (16) –– then only ∼22% of intact
proviruses would survive. We observed that 49% of intact
proviruses survived, far more than the predicted 22%, in-
dicating that some, but not all, crossovers are forced. These
findings are consistent with the central thesis of the dynamic
copy-choice model, which proposes that recombination de-
pends on the kinetic stability of the RT complex and that
crossovers can be forced or not forced (16). If we assume
that the events that force recombination are randomly dis-
tributed, our data are consistent with ∼40% of crossovers
being forced (See ‘Materials and Methods’ section for calcu-
lation). Therefore, we conclude that HIV-1 recombination
occurs through both forced and dynamic copy-choice mod-
els.

Whether both copackaged retroviral genomes are re-
quired for DNA synthesis has been studied previously with
varied conclusions. Using spleen necrosis virus, one study
concluded that only one RNA genome is required for DNA
synthesis, because minus-strand DNA transfer was found
to be mostly intramolecular in nature (49). However, spleen
necrosis virus, like murine leukemia virus, may not form
heterozygous particles efficiently (50–54). Thus, most of the
analyzed progeny may have been from homozygous parti-
cles, in which case intra- and intermolecular minus-strand
transfers cannot be distinguished. Using HIV-1 vectors, an-
other study concluded that one infection event can gen-
erate two proviruses, because plaque assays gave rise to
rare plaques containing more than one provirus (55). How-
ever, these experiments only measured rare recombinants
resulting from DNA recombination during cotransfection.
This limitation would result in severe underestimation of
parental virus titers, such that the observed events were
likely due to coinfection. Lastly, using HIV-1 vectors, it was
reported that a marker gene was inactivated in target cells
more frequently when cotransfected with an empty vector

lacking the marker gene (56). However, further analyses re-
vealed that the internal promoter sequence in the vector
contained cryptic splice sites, with most inactivation com-
ing from the packaging of aberrantly spliced RNAs lacking
the complete marker gene. Therefore, these previous stud-
ies did not address whether both packaged RNA genomes
are required for DNA synthesis in retroviral replication.
In contrast, in our study, we specifically blocked recombi-
nation in only part of the viral population––the heterozy-
gous particles––and we observed a significant decline in the
progeny of heterozygous particles (Figure 2). Proviral struc-
ture analyses showed that deletions were significantly in-
creased specifically in the regions of the genome in which re-
combination was blocked (Figure 3). Wild-type and altered
sequences were used as deletion donors at similar rates (Ta-
ble 2), suggesting that deletions were not caused by abnor-
mal features of the engineered sequences. Furthermore, the
deletions were marked by small regions of homology (Table
2), a known hallmark of nonhomologous recombination.
Taken together, these results demonstrate that both copies
of the RNA genome must be used during reverse transcrip-
tion of most HIV-1 particles, although only a single provirus
is generated.

Retroviruses transfer their genetic information between
RNA and DNA forms, and it is intriguing to contemplate
how this transfer evolved to use a pseudodiploid replication
strategy. Retroviruses need to perform two strand-transfer
steps during DNA synthesis to reconstitute the long ter-
minal repeats. Therefore, RT must be able to switch tem-
plates to some extent, and this ability likely enabled tem-
plate switching elsewhere in the genome through the pro-
cess of homologous recombination. It is possible that retro-
viruses evolved to package two copies of the RNA genome
to compensate for the tendency of RT to switch templates,
thereby preserving genome integrity. On the other hand, it
is also possible that because retroviruses package two copies
of the RNA genome, they have less selective pressure to
evolve a more processive RT or a mechanism to better pro-
tect the RNA genome. Regardless of the evolutionary path,
the pseudodiploid replication strategy has obviously been
highly successful, resulting in hundreds of different retrovi-
ral species, including HIV-1.

Our study reveals that efficient HIV-1 replication re-
quires both copackaged RNAs and recombination to main-
tain genome integrity. These findings unveil the possibility
that novel antiviral strategies could be developed to con-
trol HIV-1 replication by targeting the essential recombina-
tion process or the packaging of two RNA genomes. Such
novel strategies could be used in combination with other an-
tivirals such as approved RT inhibitors. Although reverse
transcription is a major target for current antiretrovirals,
these compounds do not specifically target the essential re-
combination process during DNA synthesis. Approaches
that block different aspects of reverse transcription, such
as DNA synthesis and homologous recombination, could
potentially achieve synergistic antiviral effects.
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